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I. CALL TO ORDER
Meeting was called to order at 2:09 pm by Chairman Anthony Ada
Chairman Anthony Ada: In Compliance with public law 24-1 09, Guam Ancestral
Lands Commission published the public meeting announcement on Wednesday,
September 13, 2017 and Monday, September 18, 2017 in the Guam Daily Post.
II. Roll Call
Present were Chairman Anthony Ada, Vice Chairman Ronald T. Laguana,
Secretary/Treasurer Maria Cruz, Commissioner Ronald Eclavea, Commissioner
Anita F. Orlino, Commissioner Antonio Sablan, Commissioner Louisa M. Wessling
absent, Director Michael Borja, Deputy Director David Camacho, Attorney, Nicolas
Toft, Joey Leon Guerrero, Land Agent, Land Agent Stephanie Duenas,
Representative Tom Ada’s Office, Joe Borja.
Chairman Anthony Ada: This meeting is called to order.

Ill. Approval of Minutes
July 19, 2017 & August 23, 2017.
Chairman Anthony Ada: There were two sets of minutes one for July 19 and the
other for August 23. You need more time?

Telephone:
(671) 473-526317 or
(671) 649-LAND (5263)

ext. 435

Facsimile:
671 -649-5383

Chairman Ronald Eclavea: I’ll make the motion Mr. Chair to approve the
minutes subject to any grammatical corrections in the transcription.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Anybody second it?
Chairman Anthony Ada: We don’t need to second for the minutes, right?

Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: Yes you do. But, I can’t second, I was absent
on that first meeting.

Commissioner Maria Cruz: I’ll second it.

Chairman Anthony Ada: Okay moved and second it. Actually, any other grammatical
corrections. Okay so, both the minutes of July19 and August 23, recorded as approved.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: Excuse me just a comment when we have two minutes back
to back for approval to be. can we go approving one at a time?
Chairman Anthony Ada: Okay shall we restate it?
Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: No. we join as a motion and do it single. (Inaudible) I think
Mr. Chair he has to rescind his motion and restate it accurately as to each minute per meeting
individually. Right Mr. Borja i think it should be done like that?
Director Michael Borja: I think you’re okay. But, you have to vote.
Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana:
commissioners.

Yeah. But, we got our request from one of the

Commissioner Antonio Sablan: For future.
Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: Okay for future then.
Chairman Ronald Eclavea: Alright you want me to.
Chairman Anthony Ada: I did mention that were two set minutes.
Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: Yeah July and August.
Chairman Ronald Eclavea: Yeah you did mention that. so, I think we’re good.
Chairman Anthony Ada: We’ll call for a vote?
Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: The reason why is can’t vote on the first motion because I
was absent in that.
Commissioner Anita Orlino: Right.
Chairman Ronald Eclavea: Make sense.
Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: Yes so you guys go ahead and vote but, I need to vote on the
second one.
Commissioner Anita Orlino: It’s for the record.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: I would go to do a separate approval of the separate minutes.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Okay. Let’s just do it now.
Chairman Anthony Ada: All those in favor of approving the minutes of July 19, 2017.

—
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All Commissioners present: “Aye”
Chairman Anthony Ada: And you extended because you weren’t.
Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: Yeah, I was absent.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Okay. All those in favor of approving the minutes of August 23,
2017. all in favor.
All Commissioners present: “Aye”
Chairman Anthony Ada: And these are subject to any grammatical corrections.
Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: Right.
Chairman Ronald Eclavea: And some errors in the transcriptions. Okay we’re good.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Along those lines of the transcriptions the staff ask that we don’t talk
over each other so that it can be recorded clearly and they can be transcribed it clear that will
help.
IV. Old Business
Chairman Anthony Ada: This is going to be a quick answer I think? I ask that we be put in to
find out what the status is on the draft Rules and Regulations.
Director Michael Borja: So, on the last meeting wanted a resolution to go to the legislature
asking to clarify the definition of (Inaudible) extinguishments so the resolutions if you want to read
it out resolution no. 117-02
Chairman Anthony Ada: Mr. Borja drafted a resolution for us behind the transmiffal letter and to
the speaker Benjamin Cmz (Inaudible) inherit is the Guam Ancestral Lands Commission
resolution no. 2017-02 entitle request for Guam Resolution to define extinguishment of Ancestral
lands claim which was approved at its regular schedule board meeting on August 22, 2017. Okay.
I’ll read the resolution out Resolution No. 2017-02 whereas the Guam Ancestral Lands
Commission in accordance with Title 21 Guam code annotated Chapter 80 and Public Law 2545 has the responsibility for the return of excess government lands to its original land owners
except in circumstances where land is clearly under existing public views for land who establish
our land and whereas the Guam Ancestral Lands Commission is directed to promulgate Rules
and Regulations for the distributions of land bank funds for the extinguishments of claims and
awarding just compensations and whereas the Guam Ancestral Lands Commission drafted rules
and regulations in accordance with the administrative adjudicative law conducting the necessary
public hearings and forwarding the approved rules and regulations with its public hearing digest
to the Attorney of Guam on June 23, 2016 for renewal and approval and whereas the Attorney
General of Guam on April 26, 2017 response noted two discrepancy. No. 1 failure to include an
economic impact statement and 2. The draft rules contradicts statutory mandate of the land bank.
And where as the Attorney General of. Guam’s April 26, 2017 letter to the Guam Ancestral Lands
commission is attached as exhibit A. and where as the Attorney General of Guam declared that
Rules and Regulations cannot exceed the authority established by law to define extinguishment
of claims and that the lack of statutory guidance is an excessive delegation of legislative quorum.
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And where as of August 23, 2017 the Guam Ancestral Lands commissions board of
commissioners at their regularly scheduled meeting Tamuning Guam unanimously pass a motion
to forward a resolution to the Guam Legislature requesting statutory guidance to Title 21 Guam
code annotated Chapter 80 governing the distribution of land bank funds. Now therefore, the
result in an effort to promulgate its Rules and Regulations the Guam Ancestral Lands
Commissions board of commissioners transmit this resolution to the Guam legislature to enact
with legislation providing to Title 21 Guam code annotated Chapter 80 in determining just
compensation for those deposits Ancestral Land owners as describe in the Attorney General of
Guam April 26, 2017 letter. Duty and regularly adopted by the Guam Ancestral land this 23, of
August 2017. And their signature lines for myself and Commissioner Secretary Maria Cruz. Okay
we’ll sign this and then we can forward the Rules and Reg.

V. New Business A) RE-Open Discussion on the Land Bank Trust of the Harmon Cliff Line
Chairman Anthony Ada: GPA RE-Open discussion on the (Inaudible sell GALC Land Bank
Trust of the Harmon Cliff line area near the northern waste water treatment plan. Discussions.
Anybody from GPA here? Ms. Limtiaco, would you like to come up? So, to get you up to date on
the last meeting a motion was made to sell the property and the motion did not pass. So, the
alternative to the motion was to further discuss it’s not a flat note but, to further discuss the
possibility of leasing the property and I guess they want to know about how you might feel about
that.
Ms. Limtiaco: Okay. Mr. Chair thank you for inviting me today. Mr. Benavente, our GM isn’t
available today. He did receive late notices today for this meeting so, I’m sorry were not prepared.
I’m not here to say and I’m not approved to say something new I do want to reinerate what Mr.
Benavente had said when we presented our offer to this solution the interest was a fee simple
and when we understood that the motion had failed we took that as a flat note and so we had not
discussed anything beyond fee simple. So, I cannot say and not I just can’t say whether or not
GPA will be interested in that.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Okay. Yeah sorry about the late invitation.
Ms. Limtiaco: But, we really thought that this issue was closed so.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Okay.
Deputy Director David Camacho: Mr. George Bamba of GPA Board has been notified a couple
of weeks ago and I believe he cannot make it today because he is sick and all those thongs
again, he forgot about the meeting.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Yeah so, we really want to explore the lease part of it and so. Maybe
what we can do is chew it up for our next meeting.
Ms. Limtiaco: Sure. would you mind if you can send me some terms? So, that we would have
something to discuss.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: I’m sorry I didn’t hear that.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Terms, terms our proposal about asking if they can lease it. lease it.
You want to clarify on paper exactly what we were thinking of in regard to.
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Ms. Limtiaco: Are you offering the same area for lease. The same size what would be the lease
term for a period of years? What would be the lease price monthly, annually whether the
condition you might have?
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: The thing were discussing the same property that you guys
might have approached us for the only question is we don’t want to let go the fee simple we want
the board voted that we want to lease it instead, come to us and that’s what you are asking so,
we need to crunch the number here and get back to GPA.
Ms. Limtiaco: Okay. We wanted to purchase in fee simple and so when that motion was voted
down. We take this as your offer to lease us land. So, we don’t know what your terms are?
Chairman Anthony Ada: Okay. So, we’ll put down what was discussed we’ll direct it to Mr.
Benavente or? on paper and then.
Ms. Limtiaco: Mr. Benavente Sir. Sir, you don’t mind me asking when would you like to
schedule us, which hearing date would you be on the Agenda for?
Commissioner Anita Orlino: When is our next meeting?
Deputy Director David Camacho: You have a calendar?
Director Michael Borja: October 4. it’s two weeks from now.
Commissioner Ronald Laguana: So, October 4.
Chairman Anthony Ada: October 11.
Director Michael Borja: October 11 oh. The second.
Too many people talking (Inaudible).
Chairman Anthony Ada: Okay go ahead.
Chairman Ronald Eclavea: We just want to find out if GPA is willing to lease the property at fair
market value? So, crunching numbers is not really if they have an idea of value of that property.
So, you guys should have that ball park figure. Or, basically we just want to find out if your open
to leasing it at the fair market value. So, I’m not sure if your wanting us to crunch those numbers
and stuff like that.
Ms. Limtiaco: No. I just needed to understand what you are offering.
Chairman Ronald Eclavea: What we’re asking if GPA would open to leasing the property to the
fair market value?
Chairman Anthony Ada: Okay. We’ll put the numbers and then that’s the numbers you’re going
to direct to Mr. Benavente right?
Ms. Limtiaco: Yes.
5
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Chairman Anthony Ada: Okay.
Ms. Limtiaco: And the term of the lease is still up for negotiation, the late.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Okay.
Chairman Ronald Eclavea: But, and if SPA is still interested in the property because we
understand theirs a couple of proposals out there for other properties so, provided if you are still
interested in the properties.
Ms. Limtiaco: And as I stated before we were notified that the motion that supported SPA’S
request to purchase the property but, have failed so, off course we moved on.
Director Michael Borja: Just be advised that anything greater than five years would have to do
the termination of need, just a publication to announced that we want to lease this property for a
period of time greater than five years. But, I think what SPA would need to know too is what
would that be oft course they going to want something very long term based on the capital
improvement of what they’re going to be doing on the property. So, you know typically you would
be talking up to ninety-nine years or something twenty-five plus twenty-five plus twenty-five plus
twenty-four fifty plus forty-nine.
Chairman Ronald Eclavea: So, were open for a lease? Okay.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Commissioner Sablan?
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: Just to express myself is that were pass here to protect the
assets of the Ancestral Lands Commission and we don’t want to start reducing our inventory. We
want to lease the property that’s pretty much is the general future income and selling the property
would diminish our inventory. Off course we have voted to be opened to lease in it I am confident
that whenever that hurdle that we need in getting with the loss of so that we could work with the
legislature if we are in agreement with each other to go and try to get the legislature approval to
bypass whatever the hurdles of what’s necessary to get a long-term lease. But, were opened for
that.
Ms. Limtiaco: Okay sir.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Okay.
Ms. Limtiaco: Thank you.
Item No. B. GEDA update on Polaris request for proposal
Chairman Anthony Ada: Diego and Tony are you also, part of listing here number C on the
agenda Masterplan for Apra Harbor?
Mr. Diego Mendiola: No. Sir.
Chairman Anthony Ada: No Okay so, update.
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Mr. Tony Arriola: Good afternoon Chair Ada, Vice Chair Laguana, the Commission members
and DLM Director Mr. Mike Borja, my name is Tony Arriola I’m one of the PC’S and then Diego
Mendiola is with me here. Were given an update on the request of the proposal of 17-009 is for
lease in the development of the Land Bank Trust property of the Polaris Point. As mentioned on
our previous reports GEDA issued their request for Polaris Point which was advertised in the
Guam Post Daily on July 20, & 21, on 2017. The request for proposal is also featured in the front
page of the Guam Post article on July 31, 2017. GEDA also, took a further step to advertise the
feasibility of the property by forwarding or sending the ad to various realty companies and other
private entities and other organizations to further in order to do to maximize the interest and
repetitive proposal. The due date for the proposal to be received by GEDA was scheduled on
Friday, September 1, at 4pm. That was six weeks from the date of the issue. At this time GEDA is
kindly requesting one or two reps from the commission or it’s designated reps to participate in the
evaluation process and to establish an evaluation committee. And also, I want to add at this stage
GEDA cannot discuss any specific of the proposal in order to protect the integrity of the
procurement process and only to proposals are ranked an evaluated and then the negotiations
are complete. Can the evaluation committee report its evaluation and the negotiation results of
the commission in its regular public meeting so, were just trying to establish an evaluation
committee for evaluating proposal GEDA currently has two reps and we would kindly like to have
one or two of your reps to establish the evaluation committee.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Okay. Board members anybody want to?
Chairman Ronald Eclavea: Okay. I’ll volunteer.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Commissioner Eclavea?
Mr. Diego Mendiola: To meetings ago Commissioner Wessling asked if she could participate
and you know were more than happy we just don’t know if she’s available.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Okay. Commissioner Wessling.
Chairman Ronald Eclavea:
evaluation.

Yeah, she did mention that she was interested in being part of the

Chairman Anthony Ada: Okay so, we’ll go ahead and acknowledge that she said she wanted to
part of it so,
Chairman Anthony Ada: And to include also the director. So, she’ll be a part of that evaluation.
Mr. Diego Mendiola: Okay so, we have three rep even better the merrier.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Is that a good size?
Mr. Diego Mendiola: Yes sir. That we’ll be three plus two from GEDA that will be a fine total
that’s sufficient,
Chairman Anthony Ada: And then you’ll be the one to call for the meeting of the group.
Mr. Diego Mendiola: Yes, we’ll coordinate with the members of the group. You know the email
or phone either way to find out what their availability is and we’ll just go from there.
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Chairman Anthony Ada: Okay.
Chairman Ronald Eclavea:

Can you reveal how many responded to the (Inaudible).

GEDA Mr. Diego Mendiola: No we can’t. because of the.
Chairman Ronald Eclavea: You can’t reveal how many responded.
Chairman Anthony Ada: But you guys responses.
Mr. Diego Mendiola: Yes.
Chairman Anthony Ada: So, can you let the rest of us know the meeting will be scheduled and
if you don’t mind maybe if my time permits maybe I can just drop in be a fly on the wall.
Mr. Diego Mendiola: We’ll check our ASO as far as all of my experience regarding the
evaluations normally it was just the evaluations that designated evaluations individuals. But, we’ll
check with our ASO’S so that we could.
Commissioner Ronald Laguana: For fairness. Do one to another do it to all others.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Okay, you guys are the boss on this.
Mr. Diego Mendiola: Oh no sir.
Chairman Anthony Ada: So, you would let us know.
Mr. Diego Mendiola: We’ll check on our ASO. We’ll find out if we.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Administrative?
Mr. Diego Mendiola: Administrative Services Officers.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Okay.
Mr. Tony Arriola: We could even Chair Ada. We could start if you want even as early as next
week. That’s you guys time we’ll follow-up with you guys.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Okay. I’ll relate that to Commissioner Wessling. I think she’s arriving
by next week.
Mr. Tony Arriola: Okay.
Chairman Anthony Ada: And Commissioner Eclavea you’ll look in your calendar and see when
your.
Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: No I can if I have any issues I will I’ll make you guys.
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Director Michael Borja: I’ll have a formal letter from the Ancestral Lands Commission to send to
GEDA to tell who are our three representatives are with contact information and email so you can
coordinate to me.
Commissioner Anita Orlino: But, as off now we have Commissioner Eclavea, Wessling and to
include the director.
Mr. Tony Arriola: Can I also, add the next step maybe after the evaluation. After the evaluations
are just complete. I guess negotiations of the highest-ranking proposal commences and then after
that least negotiations with the highest-ranking proposals. And what happens with if the
negotiations fail with the highest-ranking proposal then we can go with the negotiations we go
with the next highest-ranking proposer.
Chairman Ronald Eclavea: Understood.
Director Michael Borja:
what you’re saying?

So, you’ll need people to be representing in the negotiation. Is that

Mr. Tony Arriola: Yes.
Chairman Anthony Ada: And just to clarify is there a specific footprint down there or your
leaving it opened as to how many square meters there
Mr. Diego Mendiola: The RFP comes with the offer to let us know how much the area or just
whether the whole thing or just a portion off.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Okay.
Mr. Diego Mendiola: Well try and make it flexible so, if the offer only wants a small area or if
they need the whole thing then, it’s up to them to let us know and then we go from there
Chairman Ronald Eclavea: So, that means that some of the ones that offer could still be
awarded to something if there’s still left over or something like that
Mr. Diego Mendiola: Yes sir, that means that there would still be a portion available for lease. It
could happen.
Chairman Anthony Ada: How much cleaned out do we need to do down there? Still as much as
before as from the beginning. Nothing has been done to clear to try to put stuff on.
Mr. Diego Mendiola: No sir.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Chairman with that said be expecting to that an offer is going to come
out saying that you know because of the cleanout they want to tie it in to. They want to tie the rent
out to the investment for the cleanup.
Chairman Ronald Eclavea: We understand. We know, we know what to do with you and to
offset whatever is fair to us then whatever needs to be done and then back to normal after it’s
cleaned or something like that.
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Mr. Tony Arriola: You guys are the bosses this will not be fine without your approvals so, were
going with what you guys want.
Chairman Ronald Eclavea: But, your recommendation helps us what’s proper and what’s right.
Commissioner Anita Orlino: Maybe the guide.
Chairman Anthony Ada: In previous discussion with another one of the licenses down there
they tried to include clean-up and that delayed decisions about the clean-up. You think do you
know any companies that maybe you can ask them to go out there and take a look at the place
and have them do a quotation of how much it will take for them to clean-up.
Mr. Diego Mendiola: Yes sir we know a couple.
Chairman Anthony Ada: And then we’ll just go by that.
Chairman Ronald Eclavea: Good point good idea.
Mr. Diego Mendiola: Yes sir.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Okay.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: Question?
Chairman Anthony Ada: Commissioner Sablan?
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: Were discussing this Polaris Point right and that’s an industrial
M-1 zone?
Mr. Diego Mendiola: Yes sir

Commissioner Antonio Sablan: I’m kinda curious as to in the past I’ve seen lease contract and
they were approaching like five hundred dollars a half acre. Are we away from that figure because
I could show you my contracts that I lease half acre for residential for six hundred dollars and
people were taking it so, now I’m sure if I’m leasing out Light Industrial lot would be far more in
price than that five hundred dollars. So, if you skip that in the back of your head because it’s we
are talking here about a pretty valuable industrial property. We have been giving it away in the
past so, sir.
Deputy Director David Camacho: What Triger from that five hundred dollars from that lease is
on a monthly basis. There’s a negotiation that was made so that person could be watching that
place and at the same time it’s not an outright figure and that’s through the board. That’s why it’s
five hundred dollars so were not giving it away.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: I understand its coming too from GEDA as to saying that this
is what they’re getting offer, this is what’s been negotiated am I right?
Deputy Director David Camacho: It’s been negotiated by the Board not GEDA?
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: The Board here approves it (Inaudible).
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Deputy Director David Camacho: GEDA it’s the Board that’s handling it’s not GEDA.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: Polaris Point?
Deputy Director David Camacho: The one that were talking about the five hundred dollars.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: Yeah. But, I’m saying that I’ve seen that so, I hope that were
not in that same ballpark.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Okay. Is it still eight percent of the appraised value per square meter?
Because I know that we have arrangements like say Commissary Junction, Polaris and the way
we computed that was a percentage of the fair market value, right? (Inaudible) have more
informed knowledge about what it really is per square meter. or, is it still pretty much the same
arrangements. Because then we already know.
Mr. Diego Mendiola: Well what GEDA normally does is we start of at what the knowledge of
what the fair market value rental should be. And as it’s negotiation the offer in we try and go lower
and we don’t say what the fair market value is we want them to go first to let us know what they
think it’s worth and in the back of our mind we keep a fair market value rate in mind and you know
and just try and bring them up as close to it or, over if possible. But, it all depends on the
negotiation. But, yes, we always’ s does keep a fair market in value in mind for any negotiations,
for any piece of property.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Okay.
Mr. Tony Arriola: And may I add normally sometimes we’ll go from eight to ten percent
capitalization rate of the fair market value.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Okay.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: I’m just thinking out that the commercial port always has
properties that they always lease out, right?
Mr. Diego Mendiola: Yes sir.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: So if we ever approach commercial port to see whether what
are the evaluations of the approval to your property.
Mr. Diego Mendiola: Yes sir we’ve done that before to ask them what their leases are because
it’s a public lease or public land it’s public information.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: Okay.
Chairman Anthony Ada: That’s why one of our leases there opted to locate outside of the port,
my guess it was costing them a lot inside right there in the port.
Mr. Diego Mendiola: Yes sir. In general, if the inside of the port area is much, much higher but,
that’s the facility has their it’s developed already so, anything outside, most likely be less.
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Chairman Anthony Ada: Okay. I see that you have (Inaudible) update on your memo but. I like
what Arriola read out do we have a copy of that? or those are just your notes?
Mr. Diego Mendiola: We could provide to you,
Mr. Tony Arriola: Yes, we’ll go ahead and provide.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Alright thanks.
Mr. Tony Arriola: This was just my draft.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Alright. that’s a nice draft. Okay so, we have your memo here dated
August 23. 2017. Did you cover this with us already? Because this here is pad of our packet.
Mr. Diego Mendiola: I believe this. I wasn’t there myself sir. I believe it was Mr. Larry and.
Mr. Tony Arriola: Mr. Larry and Mike Cruz sir who was here on the last board meeting.
Chairman Anthony Ada: On the twenty third.
Mr. Tony Arriola: Yes.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Any follow-up questions for this.
Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: No that’s correct when mike came here Mr. Chair that they
did not have but, this is their report I remember it.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Okay.
Mr. Tony Arriola: But, is there any questions that maybe we can go back.
Chairman Anthony Ada: We have the memo in front of us. Anybody have?
Commissioner Anita Orlino: Someone made the presentation.
Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: They weren’t here.
Chairman Anthony Ada: The GEDA memo.
Chairman Ronald Eclavea: This one the memorandum?
Chairman Anthony Ada: Yes with the update. of the parcels and everything.
Chairman Ronald Eclavea:
it?

Of the parcels and everything, are you guys, you’re going to give

Chairman Anthony Ada: Okay (Inaudible) they want the board members want to hear again this
memo.
Mr. Diego Mendiola: Sorry sir we weren’t prepared for that.
121
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Chairman Anthony Ada: Oh you weren’t? okay.
Chairman Ronald Eclavea: Okay so, we’ll just get that next time.
Commissioner Anita Orlino: What are you talking about?
Chairman Ronald Eclavea: The memo that one the one your holding?
Commissioner Anita Orlino: Did you see the monthly progress report?
Chairman Ronald Eclavea: Yes. Yes.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Did we decide if Cabras Marine subletting from Matson?
Commissioner Anita Orlino: Yes, we did?
Chairman Ronald Eclavea: Yes, we did I think?
Chairman Anthony Ada: We okay it?
Chairman Ronald Eclavea: We okay it right Director the sublease of Matson?
Mr. Diego Mendiola: Matson was wanting to sublease a portion of the property to cabras so,
that cabras could repair and maintain Matson (Inaudible) that’s what I remember back?
Chairman Anthony Ada: So, is that going?
Mr. Diego Mendiola: If the board if the Commission approved it then we’ll bring it back for your
signature at any time.
Chairman Ronald Eclavea: Apparently the director said that they went through this already. The
last time it was just an attachment for our minutes for us to review. Yes so, this one was
reviewed from them already.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Yes, the question is? If the Cabras Marine arrangement is it in place
now or it’s still for?
Mr. Diego Mendiola: It’s still pending the signature as far as I know.
Chairman Ronald Eclavea: Yes signature.
Mr. Diego Mendiola: Signature from the commission?
Chairman Ronald Eclavea: Your asking if it’s approved which one?
Chairman Anthony Ada: What we discussed we agree. And then theirs you know.
Chairman Anthony Ada: If it’s not on paper? So, there’s a paper that needs. I mean a formal
that needs to be done and Larry and Mike working on that already?
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Mr. Diego Mendiola: for you. I believe I remember correctly the signature line was for the
Chairman. .and we can just bring down at any time or, if you want to stop by.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Yes. Check if it’s ready and I’ll just go u stairs after the meeting.
Mr. Diego Mendiola: Okay we can do that for you. We’ll have it ready for you.
Director Michael Borja: Were going to record that, too right? it has to be recorded?
Mr. Diego Mendiola: Yes sir, Yes.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Okay any follow-up questions on this Commissioners? No. okay thank
you Diego.
Mr. Diego Mendiola: Thank you sir. Alright.
Mr. Tony Arriola: Thank you Commission members.
Item No C. Tentative Masterplan for Apra Harbor on Reservation B2 Parcel
Commissioner Anita Orlino: Where’s the map?
Deputy Director David Camacho: It’s the Tentative Plan concerning the easement down Piti.
We have identified the area of the easement just to keep the Board up to date on what’s
happening.
Commissioner Anita Orlino: This is Radio Barrigada not Polaris?
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: She’s asking for a five-minute break.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Okay we’ll take a five-minute break.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Okay who’s going to explain the legion here?
Deputy Director David Camacho: The red markers say’s here that it’s documented already.
this has been an approved easement and the green is the Tentative one. It’s the same as what
we did on are six and are seven. Barrigada if they come in and do the survey and could always
make changes. Now on the dotted line on the dotted these are properties that are released from
the federal Government to the Government of Guam and up to now we haven’t released it to the
original land owners. That’s what we’re doing right mow were identifying who’s the estates and all
those things. And Joey and Stephanie are trying to make contact with them. The blue marking
here which is the small dot those are all the Crown Land property.
Chairman Anthony Ada: How many are estate how many are being researched for return?
Deputy Director David Camacho: As of this time Joey is trying to research on those on all of
this the property that hasn’t been returned to the original land owner and I know that jimmy’s
basing himself on properties that’s already surveyed and all those things. Some of it might be
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already released to the rightful owners. But, the survey hasn’t been done. So, we have no tract.
The only thing now to identify it is for Joey to go to his records and all those things. It’s listed to
identify it. I know it’s a hectic job and he’s the only one. We’re trying to get some more help.
Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: Yes. I agree. That is a tedious process?
Chairman Ronald Eclavea: This is on Marine Drive, right?
Deputy Director David Camacho: Yes.
Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: It’s on Marine Corps Drive?
Chairman Anthony Ada: Do we have a scanned version on this map, or not yet?
Deputy Director David Camacho: We don’t want to send this up yet because we have to make
some changes. we have to change the color coding plus. Actually, as soon as we identify some of this, all
of this has not been released yet. We’ll put in a PDF or what they say or what. This map is already in
Joey’s file. If you guys have access you can go in and took through it. Whatever listing or whatever map
that we have go into Joey’s file just get the access and you can access it you could view it.
Commissioner Maria Cruz: The only thing that was (Inaudible) in treating the progress of the
return of the land because we don’t; have (Inaudible).
Commissioner Anita Orlino: Or we can’t hire anyone right now because there’s no money
Commissioner Maria Cruz: And we also, have round in reviewing Joey Leon Guerrero and
Stephanie thank you very much.
Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: Yes Joey that’s a tedious job to do that Jimmy and Joey. One
is searching the release, one is researching the.
Commissioner Anita Orlino: It’s not tedious?
Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: The word is tedious.
Director Michael Borja: And we did loose Jimmy Camacho from retirement so, the guy who did
that were getting another someone else from survey to.
Commissioner Anita Orlino: Really?
Chairman Ronald Eclavea: Oh so, Jimmy retired wow! Last week?
Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: Did you guys have a party for him? Alright.
Director Michael Borja: Yes, he day after.
Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: The day after Labor Day?
Director Michael Borja: The day after he left.
Commissioner Anita Orlino: That was fast.
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Commissioner Maria Cruz: I have a question? Do we have a replacement in lines for the staff
that we lose here?
Director Michael Borja: No you don’t you don’t have any more staff.
Commissioner Maria Cruz: Because your department is assisting us.
Director Michael Borja: Well you know when a person retires it takes a long time to replace
them. whenever you lose any person for transfer or retirement so, we can’t even begin until
October 1st.
Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana:
positions.

That’s good as long as they didn’t freeze or close oft

Director Michael Borja: Right?
Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: Please don’t if you do let us know? It’s very critical, very
critical. Because of DOE if they vacate it right after you. you lose an (Inaudible).
Chairman Anthony Ada: Question Mr. Camacho I know the first big project was in Barrigada
area, right? The second big project. What other are projects that need to be done. I’m thinking
Nimitz Hill?
Deputy Director David Camacho: Most of the property in Nimitz Hill has already easement
based on the housing area. And the one that we have the crown land property that we have
behind DODEA up next to the antenna. Already there is a released property that was survey on
the side and it touches the crown land property in yigo. It has easement already. recorded
easement.

Director Michael Borja: One of the issues of this Apra Harbor Reservations is that we need to
walk the site and determine whether or not those places that the property line provisions you want
to be placed with easements are really usable because that’s pretty wet land and so, it’s a
consideration that we have to put into to it. We could out an easement there but, if it’s not usable
it’s practical or if people can identity it. So, we have to figure out what’s going on with that area.
And the best time it’s like this time of the year for the rainy season to find the problems.
Deputy Director David Camacho: In addition to that one of our employee’s chief planner is
working on the identification of all the wet lands down there. We have already write up on that
area going towards agana and everything. So, were trying to clock it in. and then again, we’ll be
working with NAVFAC just in case were going to utilize part of the entrance to go in. so, those are
the things that have (Inaudible) out.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Doesn’t Guam Coastal land already have that kind of information for.
Deputy Director David Camacho: That’s what our Chief Planner Marvin is doing were trying to
get as much information on that. then again, we’ll be calling in the properties that were already
released to them for them to be aware of what’s happening. I talked to some of them already and
their able to that were doing.
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Chairman Anthony Ada: Anymore questions board?
Chairman Ronald Eclavea:
one in the barrrigada one?

I have one just in the barrrigada one is that finalizes already the

Director Michael Borja: Yes. It was recorded.
Chairman Ronald Eclavea: The forty-toot easement.
Director Michael Borja: It was recorded.
ITEM D GALC UPDATE LANDS RETURNED AND REMAINING LANDS TO BE RETURNED
Joey Leon Guerrero Land Agent: Mr. Borja this is our inventory and this here
Deputy Director David Camacho: Then again, on this hard copy you could always go into the
system once you get the access from joey you could review it.
Commissioner Anita Orlino: How many sets do we have?
Chairman Ronald Eclavea: Two sets?
Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: Yes two sets.
Joey Leon Guerrero Land Agent: Two different.
Commissioner Anita Orlino: Deeded and returned? And the other one remaining lots to be
deeded. That’s the two that we passed out.
Chairman Ronald Eclavea: I got an extra one.
Commissioner Anita Orlino: You can give it to joey.
Joey Leon Guerrero Land Agent: So, Mr. Chair the report labeled number of lots within each
parcel coma deeded and returned this is an inventory of Ancestral Lands one what was accessed
by the Federal Government and then transferred to Gov. Guam or to GEDA and then transferred
to Ancestral Lands Commission. I haven’t sorted by parcel name. First parcel number will be
agat parcel number three we identified three lots of the parcel and we returned three lots so,
there’s no remaining lots, and then I listed each and every parcel and then, on the last page
would be the total. So, without me reading every line so, within we have about five hundred thirtysix lots that’s was in our inventory. We retuned three hundred thirty-five and theirs two hundred
one lots remaining. Cm that second hand out, that list the lots the two hundred one lots and they
simply who has filed and what is lacking. So, that second handout is what Stephanie and I will be
working on to contact those people and remind them again that we need your abstracts
submitted. We need your surveyor’s certification or maybe update your contact information.
Possibly some of those applicants might have passed away.
Chairman Ronald Eclavea: So, this is the second one joey?
Joey Leon Guerrero Land Agent: Yes.
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Chairman Ronald Eclavea: This is the first one, right?
Joey Leon Guerrero Land Agent: Yes. Some of the remaining lots are crown lands so, I just
left it in there because we had some families actually files claim on the crown lots so, I just left it
in there.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Joey if we add up each of these lots here second column on lot
number it should come up to two hundred and one?
Joey Leon Guerrero Land Agent: The third column.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Yes third column on the first listing two hundred and one, right?
remaining. And then the other one where the reaming lot to be deeded this one here if we add up
the two hundred and one this is like a detail listing
Joey Leon Guerrero Land Agent: Oh wait. Oh, okay it should yes.
Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: Yes these are the yet to be deeded.
Chairman Ronald Eclavea: So your saying when you add up the third column you get up to
two hundred and I reading that wrong.
Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: Yes.
Chairman Anthony Ada: I say column number two.
Commissioner Maria Cruz: Question what (Inaudible) about reach.
Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: WhatsApp.
Joey Leon Guerrero Land Agent: Just phone call for now.
Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: Twitter, Facebook
Deputy Director David Camacho: On this thing you see.
Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: By the program Rev and Tax documents right also, Land
Management Not Rev and Tax. If you can’t find out you can go to Rev and Tax, right? find the
property owners.
Chairman Anthony Ada: That’s your overall listings, right? and this one here is a detail listing
so, my question to joey earlier here where it says lot number on the next listing. On your next
listing if we add all that up it should total up to two hundred and one.
Chairman Ronald Eclavea: On all of this.
Commissioner Anita Orlino: On this one?
Chairman Anthony Ada: Yes.
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Deputy Director David Camacho: some of the lots are duplicate because the same lots are
sometimes two claimants’ or three claimants’, you see lots the four thirty-nine agat there’s two.
There’s two claimants on that on the first two lots.
Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: But there’s brother and sister.
Commissioner Anita Orlino: One, two, three.
Deputy Director David Camacho: Were listing down the claimants. Coming over there’s a file
claim against the property. Against the property.
Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: Ten dollars extra for us.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Parcel nine, two, one, one.
Commissioner Maria Cruz: Mr. Chair.
Chairman Anthony Ada: So four thirty-nine is counted as one.
Deputy Director David Camacho: Yes two claimants to person that file claim, claim of interest.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Yes. But, on the first listing it shows one. It counts it by the lot number
right joey? You put four thirty none because there are two claimants. Same family bit.
Commissioner Maria Cruz: I have a question?
Chairman Anthony Ada: Commissioner Maria Cruz.
Commissioner Maria Cruz: Suppose the Commission staff have done all they can do to reach
this family but, to know about is there a possibility then that we can utilize these properties if
allowed by law and if we need to maybe there should be some kind of law that makes converts
this property I mean let it stay with the commission. But, use it for income properties. And then
later on the future they will say wait a minute I just found out I just now remember this is my
Ancestral property then, it could be another policy that we can give it back or do another I’m just
thinking out of the box now. like I usually. But, you know I’m taking about all these efforts that
were in and you know we are not able to reach them and it’s just sitting there you know.
Chairman Anthony Ada: I think an example already is Hawaiian Rock because we knew who
the land owners were and then Hawaiian Rock was paying Ancestral Lands. A time came were
they stopped paying Ancestral Lands and they were paying the land owner money that Ancestral
Land receive we cannot touch it. Remember the family already.
Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: It’s in the bank.
Commissioner Anita Orlino: That’s only the remaining other half because it’s already taken so,
that remaining until after the court decides then the lawyer will write for us a letter to release that
money after the settlement.
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Chairman Anthony Ada: Right? the question was can we take these lots where we know
there’s a land owner it cannot be crowned. We developed it we do something with it and get
income whether we can keep the income, right? and I think that.
Commissioner Maria Cruz: We’ll keep the income until such time when they.
Deputy Director David Camacho: Well the Hawaiian Rock and they experienced they came
and they took it. And we have to give it back to them.
Commissioner Anita Orlino: Yes, that becomes their returned properties was within and a
portion of it was returned.
Deputy Director David Camacho: I think Mr. Chair you have to provide with the Public Law if
it’s still not under the Ancestral we could still do that but, it’s the government that’s holding it. But,
this is under Ancestral their job is to return it to the.
Commissioner Anita Orlino: Original Land owner.
Chairman Anthony Ada: So, the question is.
Commissioner Maria Cruz: If we have later on.
Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: No they can’t do that.
Commissioner Anita Orlino: Only of it’s the Ancestral crown land.
Commissioner Maria Cruz: It’s still going to later on if it’s going to the families actually approve
that they own it maybe.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Everything that we collected we have to give it to them.
Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: Absolutely.
Commissioner Anita Orlino: I think that we can do that on the crown land I think that we can
collect money on the crown land and develop those money.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: Could we refer that question to our legal counsel.
Chairman Ronald Eclavea: That’s what we’re doing.
(Inaudible) too many talking
Chairman Anthony Ada: We already have a president with the Hawaiian Rock. All the money
collected we have to give it back to the crown land.
Commissioner Maria Cruz: All I’m saying here is think for later on if we can’t reach these
families. What we can be doing in the mean time we can be making lots of money
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Chairman Ronald Eclavea: It’s a good though. It’s a good thought but, I think we need a
legislative amendment.
Commissioner Maria Cnn: whatever the process is let’s go through that route.
Chairman Anthony Ada: The example is already their Hawaiian Rock concentrate on the crown
lands.
(Inaudible) too many talking
Commissioner Anita Orlino: Yes let’s do the crown land we could make money.
Commissioner Maria Cruz:
anticipated but, case close.

But this has become very short it’s become bigger than I

Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: That’s right.
Chairman Ronald Eclavea: Good thought though Good thought.
Chairman Anthony Ada: We could develop it for the land owner then the land shows up then
we have to give it back to them.
Commissioner Anita Orlino: All the money we have to give it back to them.
Commissioner Maria Cruz: Well that’s what they say okay.
Commissioner Anita Orlino: But, we could use the crown land to generate.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Okay our parties say we should just move on. So, on this land
returned and the remaining lands to be returned that’s this listing right there and this is island
wide cup and down. Wow thank you and then the next
Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: Their going to finalize it.
Chairman Anthony Ada: And then the next thing now is lust to finalize. I think that was the
question we had to google earth it right? to see where it’s at.
Commissioner Maria Cruz: Can I just commend that this is a very good job and thank you very
joey in keeping us.
Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: And then were also Mr. Chair once you find those two-right
joey you have to find those land owners property and will they be able to afford those surveying
those properties and were stuck there again right?
Commissioner Anita Orlino: They could come in again and borrow money.
Joey Leon Guerrero Land Agent: But, we’ll you know if anything.
Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: We’ll survey it for them?
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Joey Leon Guerrero Land Agent: No you know they’re always that reservation a restriction
where were going to reserve a lease with them that’s where we deed it to them out.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Well we need to revive that owners land recovery we need to revive it

because in there it provides that we can loan the land owner money so that they can have it
survey and we were not going to do it. so then.
Commissioner Maria Crux: I totally agree.
Director Michael Borja: I disagree.
Commissioner Maria Cruz: It’s meant with that though.
Director Michael Borja: But, you do not want to get into the loan business that is a lot of more

complicated.

Chairman Ronald Eclavea: The collector to go and collect the money.
Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: Strike two, Strike two.
Too many talking
Commissioner Maria Cruz: No we can’t.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: Remember were being recorded and these things got to be
transcribe so, everybody’s taking and sure the computer going to have a problem transcribing us.
Commissioner Maria Cruz: Do I have the floor? The Commissioners should read again the
recovery loan fund and what’s it’s really intended for because if it needs to be the policy revised
then. At least take a look at it okay because it is my understanding that. that’s that route the land
owners who no money for survey or abstract can go through and there are other means to collect.
Let’s say they got through the probate. The probate also includes whatever lien against the
property. What it has against to the property. That could include the recovery loan. So, anyway
again it’s a thought. Think about it when you leave here.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: I see your point and I have agree with on you it’s just but,
again we have to really ask the law to make sure that we have all the ability to do all those things
because how are we going to collect all that loan money back.
Commissioner Anita Orlino: Right?
Chairman Anthony Ada: Well outside of the Ancestral Lands Commissions I think we could get
the government to see what we can do to expedite survey. Because the land owner’s property is
not surveyed they can put it on the tax roll and they’re not going to pay tax. If the land owner
already got their land they still haven’t recorded because they still haven’t gotten it surveyed right.
It’s in the best interest of the government to help them do it so that they can get on the tax roll.
Director Michael Borja: But, if they can’t pay for the survey then, what makes you think they’re
going to pay for the tax.
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Chairman Anthony Ada: What happens is that the land gets. It’s the way of the future.
Commissioner Anita Orlino: Your going back. Back then when you cannot pay your tax bill.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Well that’s a big discussion even discussion with senator Ben he
asked about that and my personal view is land rich money poor. If you do this then people are
going to lose their land. But, it just kept, still right? But, listen to what’s being discussed in the
young legislation now. there not as to me there not as close to the property. As to us that are
older and for them they’ll sell it. That’s what we’re seeing so, let’s get it on the tax roll. Well that’s
not for me to say but, that’s what I see. Okay so, That’s the last item on our agenda it’s tree thirty.
Years when we went by in a
Deputy Director David Camacho: It’s not on the agenda but, it just came out what we are
talking about I Received two letters concerning the savings account and the checking account in
which by December if we don’t activate it we will be penalize couple of dollars. I went there to
Coast three sixty today and verify everything and one thing that we can do on this I know that
there is thousand sum dollars that’s already been approved by board. It’s on the checking
account and I need at least permission to transfer at least dollar to that account to the savings
account to activate the account that thing should have been every year. Every time that we are
going to transfer or at least transfer at least dollar or whatever amount that we are going to
transfer what amount to activate the account. If we utilize the account by the checking account
within the years’ time we don’t need to do a transfer or transfer the account from the savings to
the checking account for us to utilize to whatever payment that we need to pay. That is what’s
happening to the five-year payment of the copier. Most of the Ancestral needs to operate. So, I
need a motion on that to transfer from the checking account that’s an approved account already.
approved money to be spent. But, for me to transfer at least dollar to savings account to activate
the both account.
Chairman Anthony Ada: This is during my banking days the account say this first memo. The
two three six four five four dash two hundred that’ the savings account right?
Deputy Director David Camacho: Right? That’s the checking?
Chairman Anthony Ada: That’s the checking? so, the same account write a check on it and turn
around and deposit right back in. you don’t have to.
Deputy Director David Camacho: No. just give them a transfer note. Because we have a
checkup but, it’s wise that we go through the wilting them to the board to transfer the account.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Yes. Actually, what I’m saying is the same account just take it out and
put it right back in the account. It will work because it’s the computer.
Deputy Director David Camacho: Yes as long as you do a transfer to activate.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: How does that affect the savings account?
Chairman Anthony Ada: You make a withdrawal and you deposit right back in to the savings
account.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: Yes. But, whose authorized to do a transfer?
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Deputy Director David Camacho: No. no it’s the board but, if you utilize the second account
which we have thousand two to transfer one dollar from that to write a check from that to that
checking account it will activate both account.
Commissioner Anita Orlino: There’s activity?
Chairman Ronald Eclavea: So, it’s regardless if there’ money in there you need to have an
activity within a year.
Commissioner Anita Orlino: Yes.
Chairman Ronald Eclavea: Oh so, even if there’s money in the savings and there’s no activity,
what do they do if there’s no activity? What do they do?
Deputy Director David Camacho: They charge you five dollars?
Director Michael Borja: They don’t count the deposit of the interest if there’s an activity?
Deputy Director David Camacho: They charge you five dollars a month?
Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: It’s called a dormant fee?
Deputy Director David Camacho: That’s (Inaudible) dollar a year.
Commissioner Anita Orlino: So, we have to make the motion to authorize to transfer.
Chairman Anthony Ada: The banks now days are asking it. They got three million eight
hundred thousand sixty-four. We got five hundred thousand. You got three hundred thousand.
We got three hundred thousand and they still want to charge us five dollars.
Director Michael Borja: Exactly.
Deputy Director David Camacho: Going back to that you mentioned I was going to go through
with it. the TCD went down to the value no not the value the 401, 0401 down. There still on the
TCD and the first one the 401 the fifteen thousand one four forty-seven. That’s how much interest
they accumulated already. The 403 they accumulate seven thousand four hundred and sixty
dollars of interest. On the 404, its eleven thousand eight hundred nineteen eighty-five those are
the interest that those money have. The two accounts on top mature on December of this year.
The one the last one the 404, is going to mature next year. So, that’s how much so far, because
what happened on this account the one that we did the TCD already did this the second time that
it went in on a TCD and then on the other on the two payments that were short one million. The
first one that we did on the TCD is one million and we made fifteen thousand five hundred
interests, then, we submitted to another year. this time we made sixteen thousand four hundred
forty eighty. Eighty-four ninety-three interests, so, that’s how much under the TCD that we’ve
been making.
Director Michael Borja: Mr. Chairman if I may add something.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Okay.
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Director Michael Borja: You know you have a lot of money and with this amount of money
especially with one bank. You would think that the bank would have dedicated a well manager to
talk to guys about how to make your money grow faster. You got over three points million dollars
in a savings account. It’s probably earning like a quarter percent you know that’s really bad. One
of the things I would like you to think about and then we can discuss this before probably on the
next meeting is perhaps going out with an RFP asking for financial services to be provided to the
commission so, that we can have somebody and you want to do it formally that way your open in
transparent that your seeking services especially since you kind of government and then have
that money because the other thing you have here is that if your only insured up to five hundred
thousand dollars. You stand a growth risk of losing a lot of money if something could happen to
the financial institution. So, you know we seek out the services of aide or maybe couple financial
institutions there’s several of them and have them to manage the money to most of them to use
out of it to grow. You may not be distributing any of this stuff at least in the near future if I don’t
think. But, what you want to do is to have that grow as much as you can because as dave pointed
out the three hundred thousand TCD already has almost twelve thousand in interest that it could
(Inaudible). That’s a lot of good money right there. But, if take all take all of these five million
dollars in total that you basically have you want that to grow as much as you can and so, think
about the possibility of the engaging the financial services of the certificate of terms of the
financial institution and let them fight it out over giving us the services to take care of your money.
because this money is a lot and they should be helping us not sending us letters. But, they’re
going to charge us for a dormant account when you got sifting in their financial institution five
million dollars. That’s an insult.
Commissioner Maria Cruz: There already much an insult so, I’m not very happy right now.
Commissioner Anita Orlino: That has nothing to do with.
Deputy Director David Camacho: And that’s one of my argument today about the so many
account and so much money that we have and (Inaudible).
Commissioner Maria Cruz: That’s one of the reasons that e banked out and we took out of

Bank of HawaH. The same insult.
Deputy Director David Camacho: But, just for information on the last million that we deposit is
getting one-point one percent.
Chairman Ronald Eclavea: So, not a quarter a one point one?
Deputy Director David Camacho: Find a bank that is doing that only coast 360.

Commissioner Anita Orlino: Right?
Deputy Director David Camacho: All the others are .0 or .75, or .8 less.
Director Michael Borja: But, you want to take that three million and three points eight million
that you have and get it out of that savings and put it back in to a TCD. where it’s going to have
some greater earnings and so, you’re going to need to formally move make a motion and approve
to direct the signatories of the account to be able to make that move and you want to stick with
360 definitely tell them take it out and put it into a one year and take two million or three million
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and put into a TCD and then also, simultaneously be looking at issuing out REP for financial
services.
Deputy Director David Camacho: Director one of that issues that was brought up by the
senator on this account is that we came back at the we kept up one million and we deposited and
then the next step we kept two million back for the mere fact that once the mIss and regulations is
assigned all those things they should start issuing out the monies to the people that cannot get
back their property so, that’s one thing that we owe back a couple of million in essence because
once you submit it and we want to withdraw it. I think there’s I promise you there won’t be any
payment penalty.
Director Michael Borja: But, what you will do when it’s time if the rules an regs are eventually
tasks. Then, the period of time in which you issue out those payments would be based on the
maturity of the TCD rather than, having it transfer to a maturity to account and then sit there and
eventuality you make that work on a schedule on a TCD maturity.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Actually another big phase of the is to identify who qualities on the
trust.
Director Michael Borja: Yes so you can get the rules and regs passed and you still have a lot
more requirements to accomplish and identifying who the monies are going to paid to.
Chairman Anthony Ada: So, it’s like putting it into a hire interest bearing you accounted makes
sense.
Deputy Director David Camacho: And again, I remind the board I’m sorry I remind the board
that still we have to response to Wessling the one that presented in front of us concerning the
investment, we haven’t response to that? What we feel? Or, do we still want him to come back.
Because he calls several times and a couple month ago. And I told him that that I’m waiting for
the board.
Chairman Anthony Ada:
being held up at tyan. Asia
were told to us we cannot
Guam and so that has to be

Well, remember Commissioner Eclavea when our meetings were
Pacific Investors, somebody out of New York all those but then, we
because were not autonomous were not like SPA or University of
clarified in the law whether we can RFP it right attorney Toft?

Legal Counsel Nicolas Toft: I don’t know for a line agency, I’d have to look up (Inaudible) to
see exactly where we’ll fit in there.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: Could we resolve one step at a time?
Chairman Anthony Ada: Okay which one of you two have you added up first Commissioner
Sablan?
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: I’d like to move to translate that one-dollar transfer.to get
that activate.
Chairman Ronald Eclavea: I second it.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Okay. Moved, second it, All in favor?
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All Commissioners: Aye
Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: Mr. Chair through my experience when a bank institution
handles our monies or whosever’s monies when they see a large amount they would usually
have a personal banking advisor come and pull you in and say hey let me tell you what you can
do with your money and it’s free and say okay ron come down here Ron you got a lot of money
here can i advise you that you do this so, have they have done that to you Mr. Director.
Deputy Director David Camacho: That’s what happened in (Inaudible) that’s why we
transferred the fund to the other bank to Coast 360 because I did went to the various banks. I sat
down with all Cost 360 and their the one that gave us a good for this and that’s the more reason
that you guy’s move the account First Hawaiian Bank, Bank of Hawaii to the Cost 360. We did sat
down with them.
Chairman Anthony Ada: What Commissioner Laguana is saying is that the minute they got
millions of dollars They forgot about us and that person still needs to be active in active so, we
need to work.
Deputy Director David Camacho: Were still known there by face. But, as far as you know the
five dollars they should waive that thing?
Chairman Anthony Ada: We’ll these two accounts the savings and this checking account are
dormant means we haven’t been using it can we just.
Deputy Director David Camacho: The director suggesting we could always’ s put it on. Put on
a TCD too were not using it I don’t think we’re going to use it. you could take the seven thousand
and put on a TCD. Now, on the checking account we could still put it there if in case that you
need something to be paid off or purchase. I don’t k now it’s up to guy’s.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Commissioner Eclavea
Chairman Ronald Eclavea: Yes. the director actually pointed that thing out. the same about
Coast 360 not providing us the consultation for our investments. But, remember we decided not
to do that bulk of that because we might be disbursing it. but, then the director Mike made it clear
that this process of pulling it in a TCD and the rules and regs is going to be a long process before
we end up touching that money. so, it might be wise to now put that money, and take that money
out of the savings and put it on a TCD or decide on the investment that we talked about. Also,
lastly the public auditor mentioned about our investment and advised us and actually it’s more like
a warning on that. we should be investing that money remember?
Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: Just to call is the board investing or disbursing?
Chairman Ronald Eclavea: Investing, Investing.
Deputy Director David Camacho: Investing.
Director Michael Borja:
(Inaudible).

If your holding on to it and not using it should be earning most.
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Chairman Ronald Eclavea: Yes. She put that down on her report regarding that. (Inaudible).
Chairman Anthony Ada: Yes. But, then the question again to what extent can we invest? Just
a savings account or can we bring in?
Chairman Ronald Eclavea: She mentioned it on their various options right? She said in different
ways?
Director Michael Borja: Well, as a trust I would really perhaps stick more in line with the
banking institutions. Even It you try and put more money into the bond. You’re really that’s a
higher risk you know it’s at the winds of the market where as the banking it’s a guarantee interest
and you don’t want to be losing the money. if we get another two thousand eight financial crises
guarantee your money going to lose a hunk of value overnight and that’s a lot of explaining to do.
Deputy Director David Camacho: The only thing right now you guy’s could do is what’s on the
TCD to continue once it’s mature to continue. You need to make a motion on that because I
already advised them that once it’s mature they have to wait for us whether we submitted or not.
Now, on the three million eight point eight it’s up to guy’s if you want to pull it out, put it on TCD all
of it and wait.
Commissioner Anita Orlino: Another six months?
Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: I agree.
Commissioner Maria Cruz: Do we Six months?
Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: Six to a year?
Director Michael Borja: No! not to a year put it on three years? Well, you got these other ones
that going to be expiring soon.
Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: And you get a higher yield at three years.
Deputy Director David Camacho: My suggestion is keep one million in the savings. And all the
rest put it on a TCD.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: Your talking here about finances? Oh I’m sorry.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Oh sorry. Commissioner Orlino.
Commissioner Anita Orlino: We have not completed the first round because you mentioned
about a presentation about Wessling have yet called so, let’s put that out. So, I have called to a
presentation.
Deputy Director David Camacho: No. he did a presentation. But he’s waiting for us to respond.
Commissioner Anita Orlino: But, isn’t conflict of interest no?
Deputy Director David Camacho: Well. You guy’s accepted the presentation.
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Commissioner Anita Orlino: No I’m just asking because the mom is one if the board member.
We don’t want to be.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: She could sustain from voting?
Commissioner Anita Orlino:
commission, and is it?

Even if? Things do happen and we just want to protect this

Deputy Director David Camacho: I think the son is (Inaudible).
Legal Counsel Nicolas Toft: The same thing to vote in discussion.
Commissioner Anita Orlino: She, I just want to know?
Chairman Ronald Eclavea: Yes. But, is that? is that still the banking?
Commissioner Anita Orlino: The financial management, right?
Chairman Ronald Eclavea: No it’s not because our director saying that we should stick with the
banking. That’s not the banking system? I’m just saying? I’m just bringing it up?
Commissioner Anita Orlino: What is he?
Chairman Ronald Eclavea: He’s saying we should stick with the banking system.
Director Michael Borja: The socks and bonds?
Chairman Ronald Eclavea: The stocks and bonds in which it’s different.
Commissioner Anita Orlino: I’m just asking so that I you know.
Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: So, maybe we should go into more discussion with that and
finalize how we are going to.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: I think the director suggestion as to financial investment companies
because we need to try to do this.
Commissioner Anita Orlino:
Wessling the presentation?

No. because we need to respond to right deputy we need to

Deputy Director David Camacho: No. anytime that guys are?
Commissioner Anita Orlino: Yes. We need to let him know?
Director Michael Borja: What don’t I suggest also, maybe in one of our meetings here real
shortly since you got an account that’s maturing on December. We have a representative of
Coast 360 that can speak on that advantage come and make a presentation on what they could
do an offer to make our money to do (Inaudible). I was discussing with someone else theirs
another financial restitution out there that gives remarkably high interest rates. But, they’re not
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insured they’re not part of the real banking system but, you’ll get great returns from them, you’ll
love them too.
Commissioner Anita Orlino: Its’ risky?
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: I’m kinda of curious, could we entertain loans to utility
agencies for example? With PGA or Guam Water Works could pay us various interest and short
term (Inaudible) and stuff like that?
Legal Counsel Nicolas Toft: Might be our scope of the fund coming from (Inaudible).
Chairman Anthony Ada: Venture? Now we move into?
(Too many talking)
Commissioner Anita Orlino: But that’s settled?
Legal Counsel Nicolas Toft: Guam Ancestral Loan Sharks.
Chairman Ronald Eclavea: Yeah. Loan sharks.
Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: Yeah loan sharks.
Commissioner Anita Orlino: I like to watch that show?
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: Why are you guy’s saying loan shark? We’re talking about
legitimate business here with legitimate interest. I rescind that word shark because we’re not
trying to shark out here. Shark means you’re trying to get the best and screw the other person.
Commissioner Anita Orlino: Cheap.
Chairman Anthony Ada: What did you say?
Legal Counsel Nicolas Toft: No. I understand the whole idea but, I think ii might of see outside
the (Inaudible). It might be outside of what Guam Ancestral Lands allowed to do. And all of the
enabling.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: Well. That’s your job?
Chairman Anthony Ada: Attorney Toft can you flush that out because it was attempted before
by a different investment companies and we had to back off on it. and if we can do it then, the
RFP to invite all them back and try again. This time we can do it. we need to know whether we
can otherwise we wasted all that time making presentation.
Director Michael Borja: I would also, think too. as much as you already had the presentation by
Louisa’s son. If it was based on a RFP and they responded and they ask them to provide a
(Inaudible) and then they selected him on a RFP that’s one thing? But, if someone came in and
say I have a child that’s doing this. can you buy his product? You stand the chance you are
writing on the fine lines of an ethic issue there where your giving favoritism to a member. That
could be kinda of construed in different ways. I mean just look at the local news nowadays I mean
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you don’t want to be one of those guy’s where there, five o’clock guy’s I got lots on the board
guy’s thanks for waking me.
Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: Especially when their offering procurement training right now
for all agencies and there finding out for (Inaudible) and procurement matters now.so, you aware
of that?
Commissioner Anita Orlino: I’m not ready for that?
Commissioner Antonio Sablan:
requesting for REP?

Are we getting entertain suggestions on the director

Director Michael Borja: Well, let’s explore what Coast 360 has to say currently hold the money.
and let’s see what if they got a good deal maybe if they can approve upon. they should have
been doing this already
Commissioner Anita Orlino: So, recommend that the Deputy Director invite them?
Chairman Anthony Ada: With the savings account we already have the authority to move to
within TCD and savings, right? we can do that already? the question of the presentation by if Asia
Pacific Investors and other investment companies that came here. The earlier round we were told
we cannot so, the answer to Mr. Wessling comes from the attorney to let us know that we can do
that. and if you can do it we tell him so, that we don’t have that semblance of favoritism. We have
to REP it out and bring those other presenters back and we get the highest.
Chairman Ronald Eclavea: Just to remember Mr. Chair it was our legal counsel that advise us
that you can’t go that route remember? On that first time.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Which Legal Counsel was that?
Chairman Ronald Eclavea: Fisher? Remember at the time remember I think he just.
Chairman Anthony Ada: You’ll might just come back and do the same thing.
Legal Counsel Nicolas Toll:

I’ll recheck the issues, yes I’ll look at it again.

Chairman Anthony Ada: Okay.
Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: Mr. Chair like the Director said when you start getting into
bonds, stocks and bonds the risk of losing our monies is the main issue there. Rather than
institutions it’s always generating.
Legal Counsel Nicolas Toft: Right. well I mean because theirs two factors one is the enabling

legislature and the second is being the commissioners of the trust, the duties to the trust the
responsibilities as well to gain money.

Chairman Anthony Ada: Eor investment companies I know that if they come in and say we want
to be conservative they have the instruments that are conservative If you want to be aggressive
you got to risk?
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Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: Yes. That’s correct?
Chairman Ronald Eclavea: That’ right?
Legal Counsel Nicolas Toft:
instruments still carry a risk.

Although the 2008 crisis even the most conservative the

Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: Yes, exactly.
Chairman Anthony Ada: 2008?
Legal Counsel Nicolas Toft: Yes. The housing crisis all the bonds that were thought to be
Chairman Anthony Ada: Yes. The bubble in it because. Because they were just giving loans to
anybody that walks in it’s like getting a credit card and then they cannot meet their monthly
payments and then it just (Inaudible).
Chairman Ronald Eclavea: Yes. Your right? and the markets is very scary right now.
Legal Counsel Nicolas Toft: Right.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Okay. So, to answer Mr. Wessling we need to let him know that it’s
being looked at. okay and nick how much time you’ll think you will?
Legal Counsel Nicolas Toft: I should be able to get you an answer within a week.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Okay. And then we’ll just get back to him on that answer.
Legal Counsel Nicolas Toft: Yes. I’ll email it to the committee.
Chairman Ronald Eclavea: But, also the procurement issues?
Chairman Anthony Ada: Okay. Commissioner Sablan?
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: The other question is that we are talking about the 3.8 million
in the Credit Union Trust Share Savings is that one account?
Chairman Anthony Ada: Yes.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan:
(Inaudible) different accounts?

So, if it’s half a million dollars insured if we split that into

Chairman Anthony Ada: Yes. Well it’s per customer?
Director Michael Borja: It’s per customer. That’s the reason why it you RFP it and you selected
four different banking institutions and all you wanted to do was use them for the TCD’S. you know
then you get yourself covered. But, if you have million dollars and you their only good for half a
million coverage your talking about ten different accounts and you can do that. I mean you can
you have to find ten different banks that’s going to do that.
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Commissioner Antonio Sablan: I thought in the institution if you have a million you could
deposit it and split it. then, it’s federally insured is that only in one?
Chairman Anthony Ada: Per customer. You cannot split it up in the same bank. It’s up to the
insurance.
Chairman Ronald Eclavea: You have to go to a different bank and then it’s covered.
Director Michael Borja: I mean I don’t think that they have that issue. Even in 2008 they prevented some
kind of run of bank scare just for that reason because it will be judgmental. And then the laws the banking
laws as a result of that crisis have changed to the point where banks must have as much cash on hand as
loans not some asset that’s not liquid. They have to have that much in reserve. That’s the testing that their
put to. If you have this much loans you better have that much cash to match it in case of all those loans
goes (Inaudible) or, people ask for their money back.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: Their the bank
Chairman Anthony Ada: Yes. That’s true it’s a quiet reserve.
Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: Mr. Chair, I guess we should just ask our director to proceed
with Coast and come in and do a presentation.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Yes. I’ll work on it.
Director Michael Borja: Just to get them to at (east get started and then we can work I’ll even
tell him be ready to put 3.7 million dollars into that account.
Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: Yes. Give us a proposal portfolio, portfolio proposal.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Okay. So dave to answer Mr. Wessling’s in about a weeks’ time our
AG would clarify that.
Deputy Director David Camacho: Okay. Another thing concerning the Coast 360 I need a
motion. I know that we did this already but, the assistance from there at Coast 360 I don’t know.
One of the document we still have Monte Mafnas name.
Director Michael Borja: I thought they changed it to my name too.
Deputy Director David Camacho: They changed but, somehow somebody didn’t. so, I need a
motion to remove Anita Orlino for your name to be in signator’s. plus, the three of us Maria Cruz,
my name and the Director’s name on all the Land Trust or Ancestral account.
Chairman Anthony Ada: So, motion to update the signature (inaudible).
Director Michael Borja: Yes.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: I make that motion,
Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: I second the motion.
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Chairman Anthony Ada: Okay. Any more discussion on that? (Inaudible) okay. All those in
favor?
All Commissioners present: Aye.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Motion passes.
Deputy Director David Camacho: So, the last one.
Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: Last of the last?
Deputy Director David Camacho: No not on financial? I believe there’s no more on the agenda
the last one is the MQU between Public Works, Public Health and us. He wants you guys to sign
it.
Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: Yes sign that?
Deputy Director David Camacho: No. this is the original.
Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: Yes. Oh, we have a copy?
Deputy Director David Camacho: For the Secretary and the Chair person to sign.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Okay.
Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: And it’s been reviewed by Efren
Chairman Anthony Ada: Yes. Do we all require that a copy of the MOU be given to us or,
should we just say make the one? For future?
Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: Just scan it and send to us.
Chairman Anthony Ada: A lot of paper saver kind of thing.
Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: Scan it and send it.
Chairman Anthony Ada: So, just the master document, If you want to save.
Deputy Director David Camacho: One of that is WIC and one of that is EPA.
Director Michael Borja: We’ll get them recorded and then we’ll send you the recorded copy.
Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: There you go.
Commissioner Anita Orlino: That’s better.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Okay Commissioner Cruz we should put another writing om the
agenda for Public Comments. Anybody from the public would like to make a comment?
Chairman Anthony Ada: Okay. No response.
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Too many talking
Chairman Anthony Ada: Public comment?
Deputy Director David Camacho: No. on this?
Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: Motion to adjourn?
Commissioner Anita Orlino: I second.
Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: Mr. Chair I don’t think you second? I move to adjourn Mr.
Chair.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Commissioner Cruz.
Commissioner Cruz.: I have a concern you know when I come in to sign (Inaudible) checks. Mr.
Chair you know the way when Karen was here I stood behind where she was situated, I stood
behind her for five minutes and she had no idea I was right in back because her back is in dooe
the door. her back is facing the door. So, same thing Stephanie I was just testing it. I was
standing behind her for a few minutes she didn’t know I was standing behind her so, My concern
there is maybe we can somebody can switch her desk so that she can face the door Instead of
her back facing the door. It’s only for protection of the employee.
Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: Or, you can just say excuse me I’m here.
Commissioner Cruz.: No.
Director Michael Borja: You’re not supposed to come into that door unless, you’re and
employee. But, since you’re a commissioner we’ll allow you to come in. but, your right there’s a
number of people that transfer to their but, we’ll but, you know most people knock. And say hi.
Commissioner Cruz.: It’s only for her concern, for safety of the staff.
Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: In Chamorro Hafa Adai.
Commissioner Cruz.: But, we don’t want anything to happen.
Director Michael Borja: Stephanie and Joey go ahead and figure out how to.
Commissioner Cruz.: She has not complained but, I’m just concerned.
Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: Put a mirror there?
Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: So, motion to adjourn sir?
VI Adjournment
Chairman Anthony Ada: Okay. The next item on the agenda is to adjourn.
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Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: Okay.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Moved and second it.
Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: It’s second?
Chairman Anthony Ada: We are adjourned.
Meeting adjourned at 4:00 pm
Transcribed by: Stephanie Duenas:
Approved by Board motion in meeting
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